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Abstract: Crowdsourcing integrates human wisdom to solve problems. Tremendous research efforts
have been made in this area. However, most of them assume that workers have the same credibility in
different domains and workers complete tasks independently. This leads to an inaccurate evaluation
of worker credibility, hampering crowdsourcing results. To consider the impact of worker domain
expertise, we adopted a vector to more accurately measure the credibility of each worker. Based on
this measurement and prior task domain knowledge, we calculated fine-grained worker credibility on
each given task. To avoid tasks being assigned to dependent workers who copy answers from others,
we conducted copier detection via Bayesian analysis. We designed a crowdsourcing system called
SWWC composed of a task assignment stage and a truth discovery stage. In the task assignment
stage, we assigned tasks wisely to workers based on worker domain expertise calculation and copier
removal. In the truth discovery stage, we computed the estimated truth and worker credibility by
an iterative method. Then, we updated the domain expertise of workers to facilitate the upcoming
task assignment. We also designed initialization algorithms to better initialize the accuracy of new
workers. Theoretical analysis and experimental results showed that our method had a prominent
advantage, especially under a copying situation.
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1. Introduction
With the rapid development of mobile Internet and the popularity of intelligent
terminal devices, the wide use of crowdsourcing is gradually being integrated into people’s
lives [1]. Crowdsourcing platforms, such as Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT (https://
www.mturk.com (accessed on 19 December 2021))), have been widely applied in many
fields, including video analysis [2], knowledge discovery [3], Smart Citizen (http://www.
smartcitizen.me (accessed on 19 December 2021)), and human–robot interaction studies [4].
On the platforms, requesters publish questions to be answered. The participating public
obtains material rewards or meets their interests by completing these tasks.
After the answers are collected from all workers, the crowdsourcing platform comprehensively integrates the data to identify the truth. However, different workers may provide
conflicting answers. The quality of their answers is also uneven. Some answers may be
close to the truth, while some answers may be far from the truth. To resolve the conflicts,
many methods have been proposed in the crowdsourcing area, which can be divided into
two categories:
•

The methods that adopt a redundancy-based strategy [3,5]: Majority voting chooses
the answer given by the majority of workers as the estimated truth. Gold-injected
methods [6] use a small number of tasks with basic facts to evaluate the credibility of
workers. The expectation–maximization-based method [7] evaluates worker credibility
and forecasts the truth at the same time;
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•

The methods [8] that improve accuracy by eliminating bad workers: These methods
believe that aggregating answers from a small amount of high-credibility workers may
achieve better accuracy than blindly pursuing more workers. A typical method [9] is
to use qualification tests to distinguish bad workers and stop assigning tasks to them.

Most current methods quantify worker credibility as a single value [10–12] or a confusion matrix [7,13]. They assume each worker has the same professional level on different
tasks. However, each worker has different domain expertise. For example, a basketball fan
has higher credibility in answering basketball-related tasks than volleyball-related tasks.
Assigning tasks to workers who are not good at the related domain may lead to obtaining
a low-quality collection of workers’ answers. Therefore, it is very important to consider
the credibility of workers in different domains. ARE [14] considers the domain in task
assignment to select one expert to complete each task. Actually, in crowdsourcing, it often
needs not a worker, but a large number of high-quality workers. MDC [15] aggregates
truth by considering domains of workers in the truth discovery stage instead of the task
assignment stage, which may assign tasks to low-quality workers. When considering the
domain expertise of workers, initializing the accuracy of workers is also a problem that
needs to be studied. Most current methods in crowdsourcing and truth discovery initialize
the accuracy of workers to a fixed value, hoping that workers can complete a large number
of tasks to approach their real accuracy. We propose an initialization method to make the
initialization accuracy closer to the real accuracy of workers.
The existing methods also make another assumption that all workers are independent
of each other. However, due to the convenience of the Internet and the accessibility of
information, it is easy for workers to copy, crawl, and aggregate information published
by others. Therefore, copying is common among workers [16]. Answers provided by one
worker, no matter whether true or false, can be copied by many other workers. In the case
that wrong answers spread among workers via copying, if we do not distinguish copiers,
we may identify the wrong answers as the truth. When submitting answers, copiers will
not state that answers are obtained by copying others. Therefore, taking into consideration
the possible dependence between workers and avoiding assigning tasks to copiers can
often lead to more precise crowdsourcing results.
In this paper, to relax the workers’ unified credibility assumption, we quantified the
credibility of each worker as a vector, with each element demonstrating the worker’s
expertise on a specific domain. Intuitively, tasks should be assigned to domain experts
to obtain more accurate answers. A task may belong to multiple domains. Therefore,
we calculated the fine-grained worker credibility for each task based on worker domain
expertise and prior task domain classification. To relax the worker independence assumption, we calculated the probability and direction of copying among workers and removed
copiers. We propose a system, selecting workers wisely for crowdsourcing (SWWC), as an
overall solution, which consists of two stages, i.e., the task assignment stage and the truth
discovery stage. The former stage determines how to assign tasks to domain experts wisely
and efficiently. The latter stage adopts an iterative method to calculate worker credibility
and the truth from each other.
To summarize, this work makes the following contributions:
1.
2.

3.

To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to propose a crowdsourcing system that
comprehensively considers the worker domain expertise and copier detection;
We used a greedy strategy to select experts in task assignment and updated worker
domain expertise vectors in truth discovery for more precise quantification. Copier
removal was then conducted to facilitate task assignment;
We conducted extensive experiments to demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach via comparison with baseline methods on two real-world datasets and one
synthetic dataset.
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The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the related
work. Section 3 defines the problem and gives an overview of the entire process. In Section 4,
we introduce our task assignment algorithm, and in Section 5, we describe our truth
discovery algorithm. Section 6 introduces our method to update the domain expertise of
workers and the algorithm to initialize new workers. Section 7 shows the performance
results and analysis of different models. Finally, we conclude our paper and point out the
future work in Section 8.
2. Related Work
2.1. Task Assignment in Crowdsourcing
In early crowdsourcing systems, such as CDAS [6], the candidate tasks are randomly
assigned to workers. AskIt! [17] is yet another crowdsourcing platform, which assigns the
tasks that have the highest uncertainty, again disregarding the quality (or expertise) of the
incoming worker. Recently, such as in OptKG [18] and CrowdDQS [19], task assignment is
modeled by a Markov decision process or solved by using maximum potential gain. Some
works about task assignment in crowdsourcing focus on different perspectives. Xi et al. [18]
addressed the budget allocation problem using an extended Markov decision framework.
Parameswaran et al. [20] proposed optimal and heuristic algorithms to efficiently find
assignment strategies. Gao et al. [21] introduced a cost-sensitive method to determine
whether questions can be better solved by crowdsourcing or machine-based methods. Mo
et al. [22] explored how to optimize the plurality of an HIT. Sheng et al. [23] studied the
extent to which repeated labeling helps to achieve a better result. Mo et al. [24] explored
how to assign heterogeneous tasks (tasks of multiple types) to workers. CrowdSelect [25]
increases the accuracy of crowdsourcing tasks through behavior prediction and user selection. There are also some works that have studied worker models and discussed how to
infer the parameters [26,27].
Some works in crowdsourcing have studied subjective perceptions concerning worker
engagement [28], moods [29,30], and satisfaction [31]. Reference [28] quantified worker
engagement and worker retention and showed that conversational interfaces could significantly better retain crowd workers. References [29,30] also showed that worker moods
could affect quality-related crowdsourced outcomes. Some researchers attempted to apply
conversational interfaces in crowdsourcing. Reference [32] designed an HTML-based conversational interface for microtasking, which can be directly embedded on crowdsourcing
platforms, saving the inconvenience of redirecting to other messaging applications. Some
studies [33] focused on the pricing of tasks in crowdsourcing to make better rules. In
recent years, mobile crowdsourcing has emerged as a method to harness human power to
perform spatial tasks. Reference [34] investigated the quality-aware online task assignment
(QAOTA) problem in mobile crowdsourcing.
Some task assignment methods take the domain expertise of workers into consideration. These methods mainly focus on three aspects: expert search, expertise modeling, and
expertise representation. The purpose of expert search is to find experts who have knowledge of a specific domain and can solve a specific task [35–37]. Fang et al. [35] proposed
a discriminative learning framework to model the correlation conditional probability between work and a task. In many application scenarios, various data in modeling expertise
are required. Guan et al. [38] mined the fine-grained knowledge of web users, by analyzing
their web surfing data, to facilitate expertise modeling. For expertise representation, some
early methods built a knowledge base that contains the descriptions of workers’ skills [39]
or uses labels to represent the expertise of every worker. More advanced methods are based
on topic modeling [40,41]. Latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) [42] learns the document–topic
and topic–word distributions by analyzing documents. LDA and TwitterLDA [43] exploit
diverse domains in each task using topic models. However, they require a user to input
the number of latent domains and cannot capture the related domain(s) of each task explicitly and correctly, without considering the semantics in texts. DOCS [44] judges the
domain of task according to the knowledge base. Our method is to select high-quality
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workers based on task domain classification. Gagan Goel et al. [45] allocated tasks to
workers with matching constraints. ARE [14] selects one expert to complete each task
according to the completion of historical tasks, which is contrary to the original intention
of the crowdsourcing platform. If no worker meets the requirements of the expert, ARE
cannot give a solution. Our method selects multiple high-quality workers for each task
and updates their domain expertise vector iteratively in truth discovery, achieving more
precise crowdsourcing results. MDC [15] considered domain expertise in the subsequent
truth discovery step instead of the task assignment step. Therefore, it may assign tasks to
low-quality workers and consume unnecessary costs. Our paper selected domain experts
in the task assignment stage to save costs.
Unfortunately, we have not found an algorithm that considers the dependence between
copiers in the task assignment step of crowdsourcing. In the truth discovery step, many
methods consider copying. However, the truth discovery step is after the task assignment
step, and many tasks are still assigned to the copier (which consumes unnecessary budget).
We considered copying in the task assignment step, which can directly avoid assigning
tasks to copiers.
2.2. Truth Discovery in Crowdsourcing
The most basic truth discovery method is majority voting. This approach regards all
workers as equally trustworthy. However, in reality, different worker may have different
accuracies [46]. To differentiate worker credibility, early methods, such as D&S [7], use a
confusion matrix to model the credibility of workers. After that, more advanced methods,
such as TruthFinder [47], LTM [48], and PrecRec [49] have been proposed. They measure
worker credibility by additionally applying worker answering models or incorporating
more considerations, such as task difficulty. However, these methods do not take worker
domain expertise into consideration, assuming that workers have the same credibility for
all tasks. Based on this assumption, they measure the accuracy of each work as a unified
value or matrix.
To relax this assumption, there are some current efforts in the truth discovery step in
crowdsourcing [50]. They try to utilize the fine-grained credibility of sources. FaitCrowd [51]
uses a probabilistic graphical method to divide tasks into topic-level clusters and estimate
every source’s topical credibility accordingly. However, this method needs to determine the
number of topics in advance, and the semantics of topic clusters is lacking. IniCrowd [52]
is a similar method. It uses similarity metrics and topic models to obtain the similarity and
topic distribution of each task. Tasks with high text similarity are assigned to the same
domain. Nevertheless, this method may simply divide tasks with a similar text description
syntax together. In fact, these tasks are in different domains. Lin et al. [53] proposed a
method that considers domains and multi-truth. They inferred the domain expertise of
a data source based on its data richness in different domains. However, this method is
inapplicable to the crowdsourcing scenario, where we cannot expect all workers to provide
answers to a large number of tasks.
In crowdsourcing, a large number of truth discovery algorithms for many aspects
have been proposed. Miao et al. [54] propose a privacy-preserving truth discovery framework called PPTD. This framework uses the threshold homomorphic cryptosystem to
guarantee the confidentiality of workers’ values and weights. Tang et al. [55] proposed a
non-interactive privacy-preserving truth discovery framework, which protects workers’
data while obtaining truth. Wu et al. [56] proposed an unsupervised learning method to
quantify the workers’ credibility and long-term reputations. This method uses an outlier
detection technique to filter out anomalous data items. Xiao et al. [57] proposed a protocol
called BUR, which can employ nearly the least number of workers while ensuring that
the overall accuracy of each task meets the requirements (given threshold). Jin et al. [58]
proposed a framework for multi-requester mobile crowdsourcing, called CENTURION,
which consists of a truth discovery step and an incentive step. However, none of these
studies have considered the factors of the domain and copying.
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In addition, copying is ubiquitous in crowdsourcing. The credibility of copiers is not
in line with their real level. Some truth discovery works have taken source correlation into
consideration. Dong et al. [16] proposed a method to consider the relationship between
sources in truth discovery. Source correlations were inferred based on the intuition that “if
two sources provide the same false values, it is very likely that one copies from the other”.
However, this model does not precisely demonstrate how a potential correlation can impact
the estimation of sources’ trustworthiness. MBM [59] takes into account both the copier and
multi-truth problems. IMC2 [60] takes into comprehensive consideration the copying and
incentive mechanism in crowdsourcing, but it still calculates the probability of copiers among
all workers, which is very heavy in the actual crowdsourcing application. How to deal with
copiers in crowdsourcing scenario is different from that in truth discovery. In a crowdsourcing
system, we need to avoid assigning tasks to copiers, while when conducting truth discovery,
we need to penalize the copiers by assigning them a lower reliability.
3. Problem Definition
In this section, we formally define the problem of selecting workers wisely for crowdsourcing and provide the details of our crowdsourcing model. The system selecting workers
wisely for crowdsourcing generally involves four components in its life cycle:
Inputs include:

•
•

A set of domains, D. D = {1, 2, . . . | D |}. This contains all the possible domains
involved in the tasks in the system. All domain IDs are named from 1 to | D |;
A set of tasks, T. Each t j ∈ T is a numerical selection task. |l j | indicates the
number of options for the task t j . For example, if the task is to give Obama’s age, then
the |l | is 130. In addition, we use Dt j to represent the domain set involved in task t j ;
A set of workers, W. Each wi ∈ W applies to complete tasks in the crowdsourcing system;
A set of labels, L. Each label Li ∈ L is the information voluntarily provided by
the worker at the time of registration, indicating some characteristics of the worker,
such as age, occupation, etc. These labels are used to better initialize the domain
expertise of workers in the initialization algorithm;
M. The upper limit of the number of tasks each worker can complete. We set M as a constant;
K. The number of workers required for each task. We set K to another constant.

•

Intermediate variables are generated and updated during the SWWC procedure:
h
i
|D|
Worker domain expertise vector. Each wi is modeled as a vector v1i , v2i , . . . vi ,

•
•

•
•

•

•
•
•
•

where each vik ∈ [0, 1] indicates the expertise of worker wi in answering tasks in
domain k, 1 ≤ k ≤ | D |. A higher value vik means that worker wi is better at domain k.
The system updates it after wi completes tasks;
j
Fine-grained worker credibility, qi . This reflects the capability of worker wi
providing true value to task t j . It is calculated based on the worker domain expertise vector;
Selected workers set, Ŵt j . This collects the workers selected to complete task t j .
|Ŵt j | ≤ K (Section 4.2);
mwi . This depicts the number of tasks that has already been assigned to worker wi .
mwi should never exceed M;
j

A set of answers provided by workers after task assignment, A. Each ai ∈ A
depicts the answer provided by worker wi on task t j ;
Historical task completion records, H. This collection contains all tasks that have
j

been previously completed by workers. Each h ∈ H is modeled as a vector [wi , t j , ai , a¯j ],
where a¯j is the estimated truth of task t j . We denote by φ the observation of H.
Output is:
•

Estimated truth, a¯j . This is obtained by integrating the answers of all workers on task t j .
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Ground truth is the factual truth for each task t j ∈ T, denoted as aˆj , which is used to
measure the effectiveness of methods.
Different from most existing methods, we took the dependence of workers into consideration in order to reduce the impact of copiers. Based on the given historical task
completion records, we calculated the probability of copying between each pair of workers.
The basis for detecting plagiarism among workers is that if two workers wi and wi0 always
share the same wrong answers, there may be a dependence between them. We use wi ⊥ wi0
to represent that workers wi and wi0 are independent and use wi ∼ wi0 to describe that
there is a dependence relation between wi and wi0 .
To make the computation tractable, we assumed that the dependence of workers
satisfies the following assumptions:
•
•
•

Independent copying: The dependence of any pair of workers is independent of the
dependence of any other pair of workers;
No loop dependence: The dependence relationship between workers is non-transitive;
Uniform false value distribution: For each task, there are multiple false values,
and an independent worker has the same probability of providing each of them.

We formally define the problem of selecting workers wisely for crowdsourcing as follows:
The problem of selecting workers wisely for crowdsourcing: Given a set of tasks (T)
and a set of workers (W), assign tasks to appropriate independent workers by considering
the domain. Then, calculate the estimated truth (a¯j ) from the answers for each task t j ,
satisfying that a¯j is as close to the ground truth aˆj as possible.
Figure 1 shows an overview of the process of SWWC. SWWC contains two stages,
i.e., the task assignment stage and the truth discovery stage. Requesters submit the task
and task-related domain information to the crowdsourcing platform. When there are some
workers applying to complete tasks, the crowdsourcing platform starts the task assignment
step. For each new task, it first conducts fine-grained worker credibility calculation. Then,
worker selection, as well as copier detection and removal are iteratively operated to wisely
assign tasks to independent domain experts. After workers complete the task, they submit
their answers to the system. Then, the truth discovery stage launches. In this stage, the
truth computation and fine-grained worker credibility estimation are conducted in an
iterative manner. Finally, the crowdsourcing platform returns the estimated truth to the
requesters as the result of the tasks. At the same time, the crowdsourcing platform updates
the work domain expertise vectors according to the estimated truth, which helps to better
measure the real level of workers.

Figure 1. The process of SWWC.
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4. Task Assignment
This section presents our approach for task assignment. All tasks run in the order of
first come, first execution. Each task follows these three steps: fine-grained worker credibility
calculation (Section 4.1), worker selection (Section 4.2), and copier detection and removal
(Section 4.3). After Step 3 is executed, if there are no copiers, tasks are assigned according to
the assignment strategy obtained in Step 2. If there are copiers, remove the copiers and then
perform Step 2 until there are no copiers in the assignment strategy. The input, output, and
execution flow of the task assignment algorithm are shown in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Task assignment.
Input: The set of tasks T, the set of workers W, historical task completion of all workers H,
M, K
n o
Output: Selected worker set for all tasks Ŵt j
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:

Initialize: {mwi } = 0, iscopier = true
for j = 1 to |T| do
//calculation of worker fine-grained credibility
j
for i = 1 to |W| do compute qi by (1)
end for
sort workers in descending order of credibility
while iscopier do
//worker selection
workerselection (t j , W̄t j , K, {mwi })
//copier detection and removal
n o

copierdisposal (iscopier, Ŵt j , {q})
end while
end forn o
return Ŵt j

4.1. Fine-Grained Worker Credibility Calculation
In reality, tasks may contain multiple domains, and workers may be good at different
domains. In order to assign tasks to appropriate workers, we need to calculate the credibility
j
of workers for each task. We define it as the worker fine-grained credibility, e.g., qi . For
single-domain tasks, we can regard worker’s domain quality in that domain as the finegrained credibility for these tasks. However, it is unreasonable to consider only one domain
of the task for multi-domain tasks. We should consider all the domains covered by the
task. For multi-domain tasks, we take the average value of the worker’s domain quality
in all the domains involved in the task as the fine-grained credibility of the worker. Here,
fine-grained credibility is the worker’s credibility for this specific task. The calculation of
worker fine-grained credibility is shown in Formula (1).
j

qi =

1
| Dt j |

∑

vid

(1)

d ∈ Dt j

After obtaining the fine-grained credibility of all workers. For each task, we rank the
workers in descending order of fine-grained credibility to obtain
 a candidate worker set
W̄t j . The total time complexity of Step 1 is O(| T | |W || D | + |W |2 ).
4.2. Worker Selection
In this section, we formulate the worker selection problem as an optimization problem [45,61,62] and propose a greedy strategy to solve it more effectively. The basic idea is
to find an assignment scheme to make all tasks be globally completed best. This can be
achieved by selecting the first K workers from W̄t j . However, note that each worker has an
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upper limit (M) on the number of tasks that can be completed. For example, we assign M
tasks to worker w1 . In the following tasks, w1 is still the best worker. Which K tasks will
the worker w1 be assigned? We need to take this situation into account. We use set {mwi }
to record the number of tasks that worker wi has been assigned.
For the set of tasks, Step 2 finds an optimal assignment scheme S to maximize the
summation of the overall worker fine-grained credibility of all tasks in the scheme, i.e.,


S = argmax

∑ ∑


t j ∈T

wi ∈Wˆt j

j
qi 

(2)

subject to:
max (mwi ) 6 M

(3)

j

where ∑w ∈Wˆ qi is the overall credibility of workers that globally complete t j . Summing
tj
i


j
such overall credibility of each task, ∑t ∈T ∑w ∈Wˆ qi can measure the credibility of all
j

i

tj

globally completed tasks.
Next, we prove that the optimal problem of worker selection is NP-hard.
Proof. Given a set of workers W, each of which corresponds to their credibility, then
the system has a set of tasks T, each of which needs K workers to complete. In order
to meet scheme S, we may need to detect (C|KW | )|T | possible cases to find the optimal
solution. There is no doubt that this has an exponential time complexity, which cannot
be obtained in polynomial time. Therefore, the optimal problem of worker selection is a
typical NP-hard problem.
A Greedy approximation algorithm:
As the optimal problem of worker selection is NP-hard, we developed a greedy-based
approximation algorithm to efficiently solve it. The algorithm takes task t j , candidate
worker set W̄t j , number of workers needed K, and number of tasks completed by workers
{mwi } as the input. The algorithm obtains an allocation set Ŵt j for each task t j . For each
task t j , it selects the worker with the highest credibility from the candidate worker set
W̄t j to assign the task. When t j selects worker wi , if mwi has reached the upper limit, it
skips the worker and removes wi from W̄t j . Otherwise, t j increases mwi by one, inserts wi
into Ŵt j , and removes wi from W̄t j . Perform this operation K times until the number of
workers required for the task is reached, and output Ŵt j . The algorithm pseudo code of
the worker selection part is shown in Algorithm 2. The time complexity for all tasks to
complete worker selection is O(K|T|).
Algorithm 2 Worker selection.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:

function WORKERSELECTION(t j , W̄t j , K, {mwi })
for r = 1 to K do
choose the first wi ∈ W̄t j
if mwi < M then
insert wi into Ŵt j
remove wi from W̄t j
m wi + +
else
remove wi from W̄t j
end if
end for
end function
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4.3. Copier Detection and Removal
Existing task assignment methods mostly assume that all workers complete their tasks
independently. However, in reality, copying is ubiquitous. We classified workers into two
groups, i.e., independent workers and copiers. Given a task, it may have multiple distinct
false answers, but only one single true answer. It is common to observe two workers
sharing the same true answer, but it is a rare event to see two workers providing the same
false answer. Therefore, if two workers share many false answers, they are highly likely to
be dependent, i.e., wi ∼ wi0 .
We applied the Bayesian method to compute the dependent probability of two workers,
wi and wi0 . The purpose of the algorithm is to avoid assigning tasks to copiers in the
task assignment step. Therefore, we not only need to detect whether there is a copying
relationship between a pair of workers, but we also need to identify the direction of
dependence. Intuitively, copiers normally tend to copy information from highly reliable
workers. Therefore, given wi ∼ wi0 , we regard the worker with lower reliability as the
copier. We denote wi a copy from wi0 as wi → wi0 . In this paper, we focused on the direct
copying relationship between any pair of workers, and leave the complex global copying
detection as future work.
In order to calculate the dependence probability, we first partitioned the tasks completed by wi and wi0 in H into three sets. T t is the set of tasks on which wi and wi0 provide
the same true values; T f is the set of tasks on which they provide the same false values; T d
is the set of tasks on which they provide different values.
We first considered the situation where the two workers wi and wi0 are independent.
Since there is only one true value, the probability that wi and wi0 provide the same true
j
value for task t j , denoted by Pt for convenience, is:

j
j
j
Pt = P t j ∈ T t |wi ⊥ wi0 = qi · qi0

(4)

Based on the assumption of a uniform false value distribution in Section 2, we think any
independent worker has the same probability of providing each false value for task t j . Thus,
j

the probability that worker wi provides a false value for task t j is
that wi and wi0 provide the same false value for task t j , denoted by
j

j

P f = P ( t j ∈ T f | wi ⊥ wi 0 ) =

1− q i
.
|l j |−1
j
Pf , is:

The probability

j

(1 − q i ) · (1 − q i 0 )
| a| j

(5)
j

Then, the probability that wi and wi0 provide different values on task t j , denoted by Pd , is:
j

j

j

Pd = P(t j ∈ T d |wi ⊥ wi0 ) = 1 − Pt − Pf

(6)

Thus, the conditional probability of observing φ is:
P ( φ | wi ⊥ wi 0 ) =

∏

t j ∈Tt

j

Pt ·

∏

tj

∈T f

j

Pf ·

∏

t j ∈Td

j

(7)

Pd

We next considered the situation where wi → wi0 (similar for wi0 → wi ). There are
two cases where wi and wi0 provide the same value for the task t j . First, with probability
j

r, one copies the value from the other, and so, the value is true with probability qi0 and
j

false with probability 1 − qi0 . Second, with probability 1 − r, the two workers provide the
value independently, and so, the probability of being true or false is the same as that in the
situation where wi and wi0 are independent. Thus, we have:
j
i

j

P(t j ∈ T t |wi → wi0 ) = q 0 · r + Pt · (1 − r )

(8)
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j
i

j

P ( t j ∈ T f | wi → wi 0 ) = (1 − q 0 ) · r + P f · (1 − r )

(9)

Finally, the probability that wi and wi0 provide different values on task t j is the probability
that wi provides a value independently, and the value differs from that provided by wi0 :
j

P(t j ∈ T d |wi → wi0 ) = Pd · (1 − r )

(10)

Thus, the conditional probability of φ is:
h

∏

P ( φ | wi → wi 0 ) =

t j ∈Tt

·

∏

h

t j ∈T f

j

j

qi0 · r + Pt · (1 − r )

i
j
j
(1 − q i 0 ) · r + P f · (1 − r ) ·

∏

t j ∈Td

h

i

j

Pd · (1 − r )

i

(11)

We compute P(wi → wi0 |φ) accordingly:
j

P ( wi → wi 0 | φ ) = [1 +

Pt
1−α
· ∏t ∈T t j
j
j
α
qi0 · r + Pt · (1 − r )
j

·∏t ∈T f
j

Pf
j
(1 − q i 0 ) · r

+

j
Pf

·(
· (1 − r )

1 | T d | −1
) ]
1−r

(12)

Here, α = P(wi ∼ wi0 ) (0 < α < 1) is the a priori probability that two workers are dependent.
By applying the Bayesian method, we can compute the dependent probability for
every pair of workers wi and wi0 . If the probability P(wi → wi0 ) is larger than threshold β,
then we say there is a dependency between wi and wi0 . If both P(wi → wi0 ) and P(wi → wi0 )
are larger than threshold β, then we should identify the direction of copying. We regard
the worker with lower accuracy as the copier between them. To punish the copiers, we not
only avoid assigning the current task to them, but also halve their credibility to facilitate
copying detection for the upcoming tasks.
The algorithm pseudo code of the copier detection and removal part is shown in
Algorithm 3. The time complexity for all tasks to complete copier detection and removal
is O(CK2 | H |). If Step 2 and Step 3 cycle v times, the time complexity of task assignment is
O(| T | |W || D | + |W |2 + v(K | T | + CK2 | H |) ). In practice, v ≤ 5.
Algorithm 3 Copier disposal.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:

n o
function COPIERDISPOSAL(iscopier, Ŵt j , {q})
iscopier = false
copiernum = 0
for wi ∈ Ŵt j , wi0 ∈ Ŵt j ; wi 6= wi0 do
compute P(wi ∼ wi0 |φ) by (4–12)
if P(wi ∼ wi0 |φ) > β then
j
j
if qi < qi0 then copier = wi
elsecopier = wi0
end if
iscopier = true, copiernum++
remove copier from Ŵt j
halve the credibility of the copier
end if
K = copiernum
end for
return iscopier, K
end function
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5. Truth Discovery
This section presents our truth discovery method. We observe that there are two
relations between workers’ credibility and tasks’ truth: (i) given a task t j , if the worker’s
credibility for t j is high, then his/her answer is likely to be the truth for t j ; (ii) given a
worker wi , if wi often answers tasks correctly, then wi has a high credibility. Therefore, truth
and workers’ credibility depend on each other. Based on these intuitions, we developed
our approach, in which the truth computation step and the worker credibility estimation
step are iteratively conducted until convergence. Next, we introduce these two steps in
detail and analyze the time complexity of the truth discovery step.
Truth computation step: In this step, workers’ credibility is assumed to be fixed. Then,
the estimated truth a¯j can be inferred through weighted aggregation. In general, for each
task, we obtain the estimated truth by the following formula.
j

a¯j =

j

∑wi ∈Wˆt ai · qi
j

(13)

j

∑wi ∈Wˆt qi
j

This follows the principle that answers from reliable workers are considered more in
the aggregation.
Worker credibility estimation step: In this step, workers’ credibility is identified
j
based on the current estimated truth. As qi denotes worker wi ’s credibility for task t j , we
j

decide whether to improve or reduce the credibility of wi according to the difference ei
j

between ai and a¯j . We used the following principles to update the worker’s credibility: (i)
j

If ei is less than the threshold θ, we think worker’s answer is good and improve his/her
j

credibility. (ii) If ei is larger than θ, we believe that worker’s answer is poor and his/her
accuracy is reduced. We use the indicator function to represent this:
(
j
1, ei 6 θ
(14)
F=
j
0, ei > θ
j

Then, we calculate the accuracy of the worker qi :
j

j

j

j

j

qi = (qi + 0.5 · (1 − qi )) F · (qi − 0.5 ·

ei
j
· q ) | F −1|
|l | i

(15)

The above formula shows how to improve the credibility of reliable workers and
reduce the credibility of unreliable workers.
After we obtain the new credibility of workers, we can calculate the estimated truth
again. We iteratively calculate these two values until they converge. The estimated truth
obtained after convergence is the final estimated truth we need, that is the last round of a¯j .
In the truth discovery, there is also the step of updating worker domain expertise, which we
analyze in Section 6.1. The pseudo code of the whole truth discovery algorithm is shown in
Algorithm 4.
Time complexity: For each task, suppose it takes u iterations to converge, then the
time complexity of obtaining the final T̄j is O(uk ). The time complexity of updating worker
domain expertise is O(|W || D |). Thus, the total time complexity is O(| T |(uk + |W || D |)).
In practice, u ≤ 20, the time complexity is linear.
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Algorithm 4 Truth discovery.
Input: The set of answers {< t, w, a >}
Output: truth ā, updated worker domain quality
1: for j = 1 to |T| do
2:
repeat
3:
compute a¯j by (13)
4:
for each wi ∈ Ŵt j do
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:

j

compute qi by (14,15)
end for
until convergence
for each wi ∈ Ŵt j do
compute vik by (16)
end for
end for
return ā, updated worker domain quality

6. Worker Domain Expertise Renewal and Initialization
The domain expertise for workers involves two operations: one is updating the domain
expertise of workers after workers complete their tasks; the other is initializing the domain
expertise for new workers. Next, we introduce them in Sections 6.1 and 6.2, respectively.
6.1. Worker Domain Expertise Renewal
After obtaining the truth for each task, we need to update the domain expertise vector
of the participating workers who complete the task according to a¯j . According to this, the
domain expertise vector can better reflect the real level of workers. The method of updating
the domain expertise vector is similar to the credibility update method, the formula is
as follows:
vik = (vik + 0.5 ·

1
Dt j

· (1 − vik )) F · (vik − 0.5 ·

1
Dt j

·

eik k | F−1|
·v )
|l | i

(16)

6.2. Worker Domain Expertise Initialization
For a new worker, we need to set her/his initial domain expertise vector. This is a
cold-start problem. Most of today’s crowdsourcing and truth discovery methods set it
to a fixed value of 0.5. The accuracy of workers is updated through multiple rounds of
iterations to make it close to the real level of workers.
We initialize workers’ domain expertise vector through the information provided by
workers during registration. Workers need to fill in some personal information when registering, including gender, age, occupation, etc. Different workers have different accuracy
in different domains, which is related to workers’ age, occupation, and so on. For example, programmers tend to know more about computer problems, and the older they
are, the deeper their knowledge may be. Therefore, we explored how to use the worker
registration information to better optimize the accuracy initialization of the worker domain.
We use each registration information option as a label (such as men, college students,
teachers). For each label, we calculate a domain expertise vector according to the accuracy
of existing workers in the crowdsourcing system, which represents the accuracy of the
person containing the label in each domain. Each element Lka in the label vector L a is
calculated as follows:
1
·
Lka =
∑ vik
|W | w contains
L
i

a

where |W | refers to the number of workers with the L a label.
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When a new worker arrives, we initialize his/her domain expertise vector according to
the label vector and the new worker registration information. The initialization calculation
formula is as follows:
1
·
Lka
vik =
∑
| L| L belongs
to w
a

i

where | L| refers to the number of labels belonging to worker wi .
At this step, we complete the domain expertise vector initialization of workers by
using the registration information.
7. Experiments
We present the experiment settings in Section 7.1. In Section 7.2, we compare our
method with baseline methods on two real-world datasets in terms of effectiveness and
efficiency. In Section 7.3, we compare our method on one synthetic dataset with copiers.
In Section 7.4, we validate the expertise of different workers in different domains and
analyze the experimental results of our initialization algorithm.
7.1. Experimental Settings
We conducted experiments on two real-world datasets and one synthetic dataset:
•

•

•

MovieLens [63]: This dataset contains 1,000,209 anonymous ratings of approximately
3900 movies made by 6040 MovieLens users. All ratings are in the following format:
UserID-MovieID-Rating. UserIDs range between 1 and 6040. MovieIDs range between
1 and 3952. Ratings are made on a 5-star scale. Another file contains the domain to
which each movie belongs. Each user has at least 20 ratings;
Anime (https://www.kaggle.com/CooperUnion/anime-recommendations-database
(accessed on 19 December 2021)): This dataset contains information on user preference
data from 73,516 users on 12,294 anime works. Each user is able to add anime works
to his/her completed list and give it a rating. This dataset is a compilation of those
ratings. All data are displayed in the following format: userid-animid-rating (ratings
range from 0 to 10). The domain information of anime works is in the description
document of the anime works;
Synthetic dataset: This dataset was synthesized on the basis of MovieLens dataset
by manually adding copiers. We added different proportions of copiers, in which each
copier randomly copies a worker in the MovieLens dataset. Due to randomness, we
generated 100 synthetic datasets for each proportion, and the experimental results of
each method were averaged. We discuss the performance of various algorithms via
tuning the proportion of copiers.

Now, there are many crowdsourcing methods to solve the crowdsourcing problem
from different angles. We compared our method with the following seven baseline methods:
•
•
•

•

•

RandomMV: This method uses a random strategy for task assignment and aggregates
workers’ answers to generate truth by using majority voting;
D&S [7]: This method also uses the random strategy for task assignment. For truth
discovery, it uses the EM algorithm, which calculates worker accuracy and truth;
ASKIT! [17]: This method uses an entropy-like method to define the uncertainty of
each task and infers the truth by majority voting. The task with the highest uncertainty
is the next one to be assigned to the worker;
CDAS [6]: It provides an estimated accuracy for each result from workers based on the
workers’ historical performances. Each task we are already confident in is terminated
and no longer assigned to workers. At each step, CDAS selects at random a nonterminated task to assign to the incoming worker;
ARE [14]: This method selects one expert for each task based on the professional
domain and proficiency of workers’ knowledge. In this model, experts accept tasks
equal to or lower than their proficiency;
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•

•

MDC [15]: This method considers the domain factors of tasks and workers to aggregate
better results in the truth discovery stage. Calculate the truth, and update the worker’s
domain credibility by the proportion of the task in each domain, the worker’s answer,
and domain credibility;
SWWC-NoCopier: This is a variant of our method SWWC, but it assumes all workers
are independent.

We adopted accuracy and efficiency to evaluate the performance of the methods. The
goal of crowdsourcing is to obtain the best answer for each task. Therefore, the lower the
error obtained by the method and the closer the truth estimated by the method is to the
ground truth, the better. Thus, we used the MAE and RMSE to measure accuracy. In addition, we used program running time to measure efficiency. Because of the randomness, we
ran each method 100 times to evaluate their average performance:
•

MAE: This quantifies the average error between the estimated truth and the ground
truth. The lower the MAE, the better the estimated truth. The formula is as follows:
!
|T |
1
a¯j − â j
MAE =
(17)
| T | j∑
=1

•

RMSE: This can well measure the deviation between the estimated value and the ground
truth. The lower the RMSE, the better the estimated truth. The formula is as follows:
v
u
!2
u
u 1 |T |
RMSE = t
a¯j − â j
(18)
| T | j∑
=1

K was set as 10 for all methods. Because of the randomness, we ran each method
100 times to evaluate their average performance. We implemented all compared methods
in Python 3.7, on a Window’s server with an 8-core Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-3770 CPU @ 3.40
GHz cores and 8 GB memory.
7.2. Comparative Study on Two Real-World Datasets
We compared SWWC with the baseline approaches mentioned in Section 7.1 with
the same set of tasks for qualification. Table 1 and Figure 2 show the performance of
these approaches on accuracy and efficiency. We can see that our method performed
better than others. Since these datasets do not contain copiers, the MAE of our method
SWWC-NoCopier was the lowest, followed by our another method, SWWC, which considers copying. Although there are no copiers in these datasets, SWWC may calculate
some workers as copiers in the calculation process, which will cause some misjudgment.
However, we can see from the results that there were few misjudgments and little impact
on the results. Our method SWWC was still superior to all other baseline methods (except
SWWC-NoCopier).
Table 1. Comparison of different methods on two real-world datasets (1).
MovieLens

SWWC
SWWC-NoCopier
RandomMV
D&S
ASKIT!
CDAS
ARE
MDC

MAE

RMSE

Time (s)

0.3677
0.3606
0.6914
0.4364
0.7348
0.4134
0.8792
0.3851

0.7583
0.7222
1.0969
0.7942
1.1110
0.7801
1.2247
0.7243

1855.29
14.07
56.31
54.74
1561.88
59.66
69.53
69.60
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Figure 2. MAE of different methods on two real-world datasets.

RandomMV, ASKIT!, and ARE performed worst on both datasets. The performance of
RandomMV largely depends on the quality of the selected worker set: if the set contains
more good workers, the accuracy would be high; otherwise, the accuracy would be low.
The main problem of method ASKIT! is the sequence of task assignment. This method
does not focus on selecting high-quality workers for each task. Although the ARE method
considers domain factors to conduct task assignment, it only selects one for each task.
When no qualified expert was available in the system, ARE failed to assign the related
tasks. Therefore, the experimental results of RandomMV, ASKIT!, and ARE were not ideal.
CDAS and MDC were second only to our method. CDAS considers the confidence of the
estimated values. This is an effective way to improve the accuracy of the results. MDC
considers domain factors in the truth discovery process, which is helpful to improve the
accuracy. However, they do not consider the domain in the task assignment stage, which
resulted in a lower accuracy compared with our method. D&S had a certain effect on
improving the accuracy of the results. The EM algorithm enhanced the accuracy in the
truth discovery stage, so the deviation between the estimated value and the truth was
slight, e.g., a small RMSE. However, the lack of consideration of the domain factor makes it
perform poorly in the MAE.
In order to verify whether only the domain information type is beneficial to the results,
we also experimented with the domain information of broadcast mode on the anime dataset.
Anime (Domain 1) in Table 2 is the type of anime, and Anime (Domain 2) is the broadcast
mode of anime. Anime (Domain 1) includes Action, Adventure, Comedy, Drama, etc.
Anime (Domain 2) includes TV, Movie, OVA, ONA, and Special. From the experimental
results, we can see that the MAE was the lowest whether considering the domain type or
broadcast mode, which proves our idea: considering the domain factor in task assignment
is beneficial to the truth. However, considering different domains, the improvement effect
of the results was also different. In our experiment, type was better than broadcast.
We measured the efficiency of compared methods by running time. From Tables 1 and 2,
we can see that our method SWWC took a relatively long time for conducting copying detection. We iteratively detected copiers while assigning tasks to proper workers, so as to
improve the accuracy of crowdsourcing. The variant of our method, i.e., SWWC-NoCopier,
that excludes the copier detection module consumed the least execution time. It demonstrated that the efficiency of our method is linear with the number of tasks.
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Table 2. Comparison of different methods on two real-world datasets (2).
Anime (Domain 1)

SWWC
SWWC-NoCopier
RandomMV
D&S
ASKIT!
CDAS
ARE
MDC

Anime (Domain 2)

MAE

RMSE

Time (s)

MAE

RMSE

Time (s)

0.3043
0.2875
0.8882
0.4850
0.7605
0.3097
1.2089
0.3663

1.1036
1.0368
1.1077
0.6799
0.9749
1.0935
1.6919
0.4879

3614.597
5.611
48.123
46.375
1507.95
39.32
519.29
489.131

0.3243
0.3075
0.6779
0.4971
0.7605
0.3097
1.2757
0.3662

1.0234
0.9521
0.8865
0.6459
0.9749
1.0935
1.6080
1.1027

3524.965
5.483
52.328
50.762
1507.95
39.32
502.35
482.58

7.3. Comparative Study on One Synthetic Dataset
To study the impact of copiers in crowdsourcing, we conducted a comparison study on
a synthetic dataset with copiers. By tuning the proportion of copiers in the dataset from 10%
to 30%, we obtained three datasets. We ran all eight methods on those datasets. All method
results are shown in Table 3. From Figure 3, we can see that when the proportion of copiers
increased, the MAEs of different methods increased to varying degrees, but our method
(SWWC) could still maintain the lowest MAE. The errors of five methods, i.e., SWWCNoCopier, D&S, ARE, MDC, and CDAS, increased linearly when the proportion of copiers
increased, while the error of RandomMV increased exponentially. Among all the methods,
ASKIT! showed the worst performance when copiers existed in the dataset. ASKIT! determines which task to assign through uncertainty. It does not involve selecting appropriate
workers to complete it, so copiers have a great impact on it. Because SWWC identifies the
copiers and removes the copiers from the task assignment, each task can be assigned to
highly reliable workers. Thus, the accuracy of the answer is improved. For this reason,
our method maintains the error at the lowest level. Experimental results showed that our
method can effectively perform task assignment and truth discovery in crowdsourcing
with copiers.

Figure 3. MAEs of different methods on one synthetic dataset.
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Table 3. Comparison of different methods on one synthetic dataset.
10% Copiers

SWWC
SWWC-NoCopier
RandomMV
D&S
ASKIT
CDAS
ARE
MDC

20% Copiers

30% Copiers

MAE

RMSE

MAE

RMSE

MAE

RMSE

0.3677
0.5278
0.6611
0.8970
1.6580
0.4631
1.2088
0.65

0.7583
0.6272
1.0908
1.0769
2.2113
0.7967
1.6919
0.7598

0.3685
1.0189
0.7469
1.0974
1.5712
0.7013
1.5936
1.1594

0.7583
1.0951
1.1896
1.2058
2.1211
0.9290
2.0176
1.2300

0.3702
1.4917
1.6419
1.1716
1.7439
0.9266
1.9235
1.6219

0.7583
1.5435
2.1663
1.2551
2.2494
1.0898
2.3544
1.6697

7.4. Validation of Worker Domain Expertise and Initialization Algorithm
7.4.1. Diverse Accuracies across Domains
To validate the claim that different workers have different domain expertise, we randomly chose five workers from the MoiveLens dataset as representatives and investigated
their accuracy diversity on different domains. Figure 4 presents that all five workers
showed different accuracies on different domains, with the X-axis representing the IDs of
18 domains and the Y-axis depicting the worker accuracy. With all five workers’ accuracy
fluctuating through the eighteen domains, we observed the following two diversities on
worker domain expertise: (i) Each worker may have different expertise in different domains. For example, as shown in Figure 4, worker5 showed high accuracy in Domain 2
“Adventure” (0.949) and Domain 8 “War” (0.834), but low accuracy in Domain 11 “Horror”
(0.263). (ii) Given a collection of workers, each domain may have different experts. The expert in Domain 9 “Drama” is worker1, with an accuracy of 0.963. However, she ranked
lowest in Domain 10 “Music” with a low accuracy of 0.452, while the expert in Domain
10 “Music” was worker3. These observations confirmed that it is inaccurate to quantify
worker reliability by using one single value. These results also indicate the necessity of
considering the domain in task assignment, because workers may be good at one domain,
but know nothing about another domain.

Figure 4. Domain expertise diversity of five workers.

7.4.2. Initialization Algorithm
Firstly, we discuss the accuracy of different labels in different domains through the
MoiveLens dataset, as shown in Figure 5. The first subfigure in Figure 5 shows the accuracy
in different domains of labels younger than 18 and between 25 and 34. The second figure
shows the accuracy in different domains of labels for educators and the unemployed. From
the figure, we can observe that the domain accuracy of the label between the ages of 25
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and 34 was greater than that of the label less than 18, and the domain accuracy of the label
of scholars was also greater than that of the unemployed. These are also in line with the
actual situation. We can find that different labels had different effects on different domains,
so it is reasonable to consider labels to initialize workers’ domain accuracy.

Figure 5. Domain accuracy of different labels.

Next, we compared the difference between our algorithm and the method of setting
different fixed values. We used the initialization accuracy and the real accuracy of workers
to calculate the MAE for comparison. Figures 6 and 7 show the MAE of our initialization
method and different fixed values in various domains. We can clearly see that our method
was superior to fixed values in most domains no matter how large the fixed value was.
The average MAEs of fixed values of 0.4 to 0.7 in various domains were 0.2378, 0.1727,
0.1569, and 0.1691, respectively. These four values are greater than the average MAE of our
initialization algorithm of 0.1481. Therefore, compared with the commonly used method of
setting the initial value, our initialization algorithm can more effectively reflect the accuracy
of an individual domain, especially when workers answer fewer questions.

Figure 6. MAEs of different domains (a).

Figure 7. MAEs of different domains (b).

8. Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, a crowdsourcing system, which consists of a task assignment stage and
a truth discovery stage, was designed to comprehensively consider the domain expertise of
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workers and copiers. We modeled the credibility of worker at the domain level. By taking
the domain classification of tasks as a priori knowledge, we assigned tasks to the domain
experts via a greedy algorithm. We also took the multi-domain tasks into consideration.
We adopted a Bayesian model to detect the copiers and then removed them. Worker
selection and copier detection were conducted in an iterative manner. Compared with
previous methods, our method took less time to detect copiers, which is undoubtedly more
in line with the application scenario of crowdsourcing. In the truth discovery stage, we
used an iterative method to infer the truth and calculate fine-grained worker credibility.
Worker domain expertise vectors were then updated based on the estimated truth. We
also proposed a new initialization method to better initialize workers in crowdsourcing.
The above details our method and its advantages. Our experiments on real-world datasets
and synthetic dataset confirmed the superiority of our method, especially when there
are copiers.
In the future, we plan to study the following four aspects: Instead of taking the domain
classification of tasks as a priori knowledge, we will design an algorithm to automatically
classify the tasks into domains based on the text description of the tasks. Given multiple
attributes of a collection of tasks, there could be multiple ways of domain classification.
We plan to design an algorithm to automatically choose the best way of classification to
facilitate task assignment. Different tasks may have different difficulties, and more difficult
tasks may require more workers to complete. We plan to conduct task assignment by
additionally considering task difficulty. Although our initialization method can initialize
workers more accurately than setting a fixed value, we can still use other machine learning
methods to find a more appropriate initialization strategy.
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